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By Laura Moore

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2003. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 173 x 107 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The deeper you dive, the sweeter the reward When college
offered an escape, Lily fled her hometown of Coral Beach and never looked back. Now a marine
biologist, she must return there on a job to preserve the reefs that give the town its name. But going
back means dealing with her past, her family, and worst of all, Sean McDermott. As teens, while Lily
passed through an especially awkward phase, Sean?attractive and self-assured?was her constant
tormentor. Lily doubts that things will have changed. But Lily?s awkward phase is long over . . . and
though she finds that Sean still makes her blood boil, it?s for very different reasons. As mayor, Sean
knows how important it is to maintain the town?s natural beauty?and if the return of Lily Banyon is
the price he has to pay, so be it. He can overlook her cold shoulder and give back as good as he
gets. What?s harder to disregard is the fact that Lily has grown into a smart and beautiful woman,
as passionate about saving Coral Beach as she...
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This type of book is almost everything and helped me hunting forward and more. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this published e pdf.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Edwa r do Ziem a nn-- Edwa r do Ziem a nn

The ideal ebook i actually read through. It really is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably simple way
and it is just after i finished reading this ebook where in fact modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Alice Cr em in-- Alice Cr em in
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